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Abstract

Group authentication is beneficial for group work in the
Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks because it reduces
the traffic of networks. For practical use, members of
a group should be able to come from different network
providers. In addition, while some group members use a
network service, others may use other network services.
Although the group members are in different networks,
they should be able to work together. To fulfill these
needs, we propose a secure group authentication protocol
(SE-GA) in which each group member uses his/her long
term private key and public key to create shared secret
(keys) with network devices, such as Home and mobile
management entity (MME). These shared keys are com-
puted by using the Diffie-Hellman key exchange and are
utilized in the authentication process. By using this tech-
nique instead of pre-shared keys between mobile devices
and network devices, SE-GA is flexible and scalable. In
SE-GA, only the first member in a MME’s area has to
authenticate himself/herself with the Home, while the re-
maining members in the area can authenticate directly
with the MME. This reduces the network traffic. In this
paper, authentication proof is also given using the well-
known BAN logic, and the security of the protocol is an-
alyzed and compared with some protocols.

Keywords: BAN Authentication Logic; Diffie-Hellman
Key Exchange; Group Authentication; LTE Network

1 Introduction

The research group model helps users to work together
with their group even though they live in different LTE
networks. However, group communication needs security
management to control any risks occurred in the system
and protect against unauthorized users causing a system
failure. Thus, network applications need privacy, con-

fidentiality, integrity, authentication methods to protect
their information from unauthorized access.

In the mobile environment, in order to use services
of a network, mobile equipment (smart phones, smart
watches, laptops, etc.) have to authenticate themselves
with their home networks (HNs). However, if several mo-
bile equipment in the same group authenticate with their
HNs at the same time the traffic of the network will be
crowded. This can reduce the stability of the system, and
the performance of the network decreases. Therefore, an
efficient group authentication protocol is needed in the
group model.

Recently, several research works have been studied on
group communication and authentication [1, 6, 7, 10–15,
17, 19]. In 2009, Ou et al. [16] proposed a Cocktail pro-
tocol with authentication and key agreement (Cocktail-
AKA) on the Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tem (UMTS). The protocol allows a service network (SN)
to calculate the medicated authentication vectors (MAV)
in advance. MAV is calculated only once and can be
reused. The MAV is used with prescription authentica-
tion vector (PAV) to produce many effective authentica-
tion vectors (AVs) for mutual authentication with the mo-
bile stations (MSs). PAV is calculated from home environ-
ment (HE). Even though the protocol can reduce compu-
tational overhead on the HE and communication overhead
for delivering the AVs, the protocol has some weakness
which cannot resist denial-of-service attack (DoS attack)
as described by Wu et al. [20]. In 2012, Cao et al. [3]
proposed a group-based authentication scheme and key
agreement for Machine Type Communication (MTC) in
LTE network. In the protocol, the traffic of authentica-
tion is crowded and the cost of cryptographic computing
is high because MTC devices may be simultaneously au-
thenticated by the network. Then this protocol may not
be suitable for mobile devices as discussed by Lai et al. [8].
In the same year, Chen et al. [4] proposed a group-based
authentication and key agreement (G-AKA) protocol for
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Figure 1: LTE network architecture

mobile stations (MSs) roaming from the same home net-
work to a serving network. However, the protocol has
some vulnerability such as man-in-the-middle attack as
discussed by Lai et al. [9]. In 2013, Lai et al. [8] have in-
troduced a secure and efficient group authentication and
key agreement protocol (SE-AKA) which was supposed
to be more secure than the evolved packet system au-
thentication and key agreement (EPS-AKA) protocol pro-
posed in the LTE project. In the protocol, the first mobile
equipment (ME) uses its secret key to authenticate itself
with its Home. Each remaining ME uses a group key and
a synchronization value (SV) to authenticate itself with
the service MME. However, this protocol has some weak-
ness because a group member can be disguised by other
members in the group as discussed in Section 3. In 2016,
Lai et al. [9] proposed the group-based lightweight authen-
tication scheme for resource-constrained machine to ma-
chine communication (GLARM). The protocol can reduce
the MME overhead because the group leader collects all
authentication messages from the group’s members and
communicates with the MME. However, as the protocol
needs a group leader to send and response messages with
the MME, if the group leader has some problems then
the authentication process fails. Furthermore, the scope
of this work is limited that all members of the group need
to be in the same service network. In real work, there
may be some situation that some members of the group
are in different service networks.

In this paper, we propose a secure group authentica-
tion protocol (SE-GA) which makes use of users’ long-
term public and private keys to create secret keys with
network nodes such as Home and MME. The shared keys
are computed by using the Diffie-Hellman key exchange
protocol based on ECC. By this way, the authentication
process is flexible and scalable, and it makes group au-
thentication easy even though group members are on dif-
ferent networks. In the protocol, only the first member in
an MME’s area has to authenticate himself/herself with
the Home, while the remaining members in the area can
authenticate directly with the MME. Thus SE-GA proto-
col can reduce network traffic. In addition, we introduce

a proof for group authentication by using the well-known
BAN authentication logic [2]. We have also analyzed the
security of SE-GA and compared the features of the proto-
col with other works. From the analysis, we found SE-GA
outperforms many of the past.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides some preliminaries for LTE network and elliptic
curve cryptography. In Section 3, we discuss the security
analysis of some previous work. SE-GA protocol is de-
scribed in Section 4, and authentication proof by using
BAN logic is shown in Section 5. Section 6 provides the
security analysis of the protocol against some well-known
attacks. The conclusion is drawn in the last section, Sec-
tion 7.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 LTE Network

The LTE network architecture can be classified into 3
domains, including radio access network (RAN) domain,
core network (CN) domain, and home network (HN) do-
main, respectively. As demonstrated in Figure 1, the net-
work includes entities as shown in Table 1. The network
is described according to 3GPP (Third Generation Part-
nership Project) standard as follows.

1) RAN domain includes mobile equipment (MEs), base
stations (BSs) (i.e. eNodeB for outdoor, HeNodeB
for indoor) where MEs are mobile equipment of
3GPP standard mobile devices and BSs forward mes-
sages from MEs to the serving network domain.

2) CN domain includes mobile management entities
(MMEs) or serving gateways (S-GWs). An MME
prepares services for the MEs’s requests and S-GW
forwards messages to another machines.

3) HN domain includes the Home facilitator server
(HFS) which provides services for authentication pro-
cess with MEs.
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In the LTE networks, we assume that the network of ser-
vice providers is secure. Data transmission between ser-
vice providers’ devices such as Home and MME is pro-
tected.

Table 1: The notations of entities in the network archi-
tecture

Notations Definition
ME Mobile Equipment (machine)
eNB Type of base station (BS)

called evolved Node B (eNodeB)
HeNB Type of base station (BS)

called Home evolved Node B (HeNodeB)
MME Mobile Management Entity
S-GW Serving Gateway
HFS Home Facilitator Server

2.2 Elliptic Curve Cryptography

For the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), we describe
the situation of Alice and Bob which they have a pair of
keys (public key and private key) [18]. Public keys can
be published. Alice and Bob can create a shared key for
sending data in secure communication by using the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange. The principle is as follows. In a
finite field (Fq), an elliptic curve E is defined over Fq and
P is a point on E (i.e. P ∈ E). Alice chooses a random
secret a in Fq (i.e. a ∈ Fq) and computes her public key
aP on E (i.e. aP ∈ E) and sends the key to Bob. In the
same way, Bob chooses a random secret b and calculates
bP on E and sends it to Alice. The secret common key
between Alice and Bob is abP on E.

3 Security Analysis of SE-AKA
Protocol

In this section, we give some security analysis of the SE-
AKA for the LTE network. The SE-AKA protocol is used
to facilitate mobile equipment (MEs) that have been sub-
scribed to the home network (HN) to roam into a serving
network (SN) which is far from HN. The SE-AKA proto-
col can be divided into 2 protocols:

1) Protocol execution for the first equipment;

2) Protocol execution for the remaining equipment of
the same group. Because the supplier provides a
group key (GK) to each group for secure commu-
nication, then all MEs of the group can know the
group key. Table 2 shows the notations used in the
SE-AKA protocol illustrated in Figure 2.

In the first device authentication process, the ME1 uses
a secret key which known only between it and the Home
to generate a message authentication code (MAC) to au-
thenticate itself with the Home via MME. Home verifies
ME1 by using the same secret key. If the verification is

Table 2: Notations use in the SE-AKA protocol [8]

Notations Definition
RG1−j The random number generated by

MEj in group G1
RMME The random number generated by

MME
IDG1 The identity of group G1
IDMME The identity of MME
TIDMEG1−j

The temporary identity of MEj in
group G1

MACMME The message authentication code
computes by MME

MACMEG1−j
The message authentication code
computes MEj in group G1

AMF Authentication management field
LAI Location Area Identification
KGKMEG1−j

The key generation key between
MEG1−j and MME

fGTKG1
A key generation function of group G1

aP, bP A device’s public key
abP A shared key between two parties
ME Mobile Equipment
MME Mobile Management Entity
HSS Home Subscriber Server

successful, the Home sends the group information man-
agement list (GIML), including group name, group ID,
MEs’ IDs and synchronization values (SVs) to MME/SN.

In self-confirmation of each remaining ME of the group,
the GK and SV are mainly utilized in the authentication
process. For GK, every ME knows this value and SV is
not a key, so the security of this verification is reduced,
and the authentication process can be easily attacked.
Then, a group member can impersonate other ones who
have not yet confirmed themselves.

As shown in Figure 2, an ME wants to disguise
to be another one by sending the identity informa-
tion (AUTHMEG1−j

= IDG1||TIDMEG1−j
||RG1−j) of target

member to the service MME. The MME uses a group tem-
porary key (GTK) which got from Home (HSS) to per-
form mutual authentication with the ME without HSS’s
assistance. The GTK is generated from Home by using
group key (GK). This key makes the MME to believe an
ME.

In the protocol, the MME sends authentication request
AUTHMME = (IDMME || IDG1|| TIDMEG1−j

|| MACMME||
RHSS || RMME || RG1−j|| AMF || aP) where MACMME =
fGTKG1

(IDMME|| IDG1|| TIDMEG1−j
||RHSS||RMME||RG1−j

||AMF||aP ||SVG1−j + i) to the ME. The value i is the
sequence of the mutual authentication with MEG1−j.
If the fake ME could ever attack the synchronization
value (SVG1−j), it selects a random number b and
can computes bP, and computes KGKMEG1−j

= fGTKG1

(IDMME || TIDMEG1−j
|| RMME || RG1−j || abP) and
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MACMEG1−j = fKGKMEG1−j
(IDMME ||IDG1 ||TIDMEG1−j ||

RMME || LAI || bp || abP || SVG1−j + i). It then sends
(MACMEG1−j ||bp) to the MME.

Upon receiving the response, MME verifies
MACMEG1−j

by using the received information to
compute MACMEG1−j by itself. It then compares the
computed MACMEG1−j with the received MACMEG1−j . If
they are the same then MME believes that ME.

Figure 2: The authentication procedure of remaining
MEs [8]

In this way, a member of the group will be able to
disguise itself as other exist members. Although this pro-
tocol has some vulnerable points and is designed to work
in the only one LTE network, the idea to seperate the
authentication process into the authentication of the first
device and the remaining devices can reduce the network
traffic. According to this idea, we then apply it to create
a new protocol.

4 The Proposed SE-GA Protocol

In this section, we propose SE-GA protocol for ME/MEs
in a group to access into serving network domains. The
design goals of SE-GA protocol are:

1) Members of the group must be independent.

2) The protocol allows the group in which members
can come from different home networks and they can
work on different networks at the same time as shown
in Figure 3;

3) Each member cannot impersonate another member
within the group;

4) Protocol must be able to prevent attacks such as se-
cure key derivation, man-in-the-middle attacks, and

so on. In addition, identity verification should be se-
cure to ensure accuracy and to minimize interaction
time.

4.1 Initialization

In the initial stage, each ME creates a pair of long-term
private key and public key, and it sends the public key
to its Home. Then the HN and ME can create a shared
secret key by using a Diffie-Hellman key exchange. It is
noted that a long-term public key of the Home is well-
known. When several MEs form a group Gn, they create
a session group key.

Each group member then sends the group’s informa-
tion, i.e. Group ID, number of members, Temporary iden-
tity numbers (TID) and all long-term public keys of the
group members to his/her Home. This data is sent with
integrity control by utilizing the shared key between the
group member and the Home. The data does not need
to be secret. However, if we need secrecy the informa-
tion can be covered by using the shared key. On receiving
the messages, each Home keeps the group’s information
in GDL as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Group detail list (GDL)

Group Group TIDMEi
IDHFSk

Public
number ID keyMEi

G1 IDG1 TIDME1 IDHFS1 PubME1

. . TIDME2
IDHFS2

PubME2

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . TIDMEi
IDHFSk

PubMEi

G2 IDG2
TIDME1

IDHFS1
PubME1

. . TIDME3 IDHFS2 PubME3

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . TIDMEm IDHFSl
PubMEm

4.2 SE-GA Protocol for Each MEi in a
Group Gn

When an MEi connects to a wireless point, it authen-
ticates itself with that network in order to use network
services.

In the authentication process, an MEi device in a group
Gn, connects to the wireless point in any area mobile man-
agement entity (MMEj). The MEi then sends an access
request AUTHi to the MMEj. When the MMEj receives a
request, it checks whether the MEi is a member in the pre-
viously requested group by using HFSk and IDGn

in the
AUTHi to determine if a group detail list (GDL) exists
in the MMEj’s database. If not, MEi is the first machine
in the group that requests the connection with MMEj.
MMEj then performs the authentication process for the
first ME device (i.e. using case 1) and gets a GDL from
MEi’s Home. Otherwise, if there is the GDL of that MEi,
then MMEj performs an authentication process as if the
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Figure 3: Network Architecture based on 3GPP standard in SE-GA protocol

MEi is a remaining ME device (i.e. using case 2). Ta-
ble 4 shows the notations used in the SE-GA protocol.
The machine x or y can be an MME, HFS or ME. When
x or y is represent by Gn- i, it means an MEi of a group
n.

The steps of the SE-GA protocol are as the following.

Case 1: Authentication for the first ME

If MEi is the first member of a group Gn that want
to authenticate with MMEj, then MMEj does not have
a GDL of the MEi’s group in MMEj’s database. There-
fore, MMEj looks for the MEi’s home network (HFSk) in
the authentication request and then forwards the authen-
tication data request, local area identification of MMEj,
identity of MMEj and MACMMEj

(i.e. AUTHi, LAIMMEj
,

IDMMEj , MACMMEj) to HFSk of MEi through N-GW. If
the authentication data request passes the network gate-
way (N-GW), the N-GW only forwards the authentication
request to the destination (HFSk). This case is composed
of Steps 1 – 5 as shown in Figure 4.

Step 1. MEi → MMEj : Access Request (AUTHi ).

The MEi generates AUTHi = (IDGn || TIDMEi ||
RGn−i || TSGn−i||HFSk||LAIMEi

||bP ||MACq||MACi)
and sends it to MMEj. MACq = f1

SKMMEj−MEi
(IDGn

|| TIDMEi || RGn−i || TSGn−i||HFSk||LAIMEi ||bP)
and it is used by MMEj to verify whether it is the
correct MEi. While MACi = f5

SKMEi−HFSk
(IDGn

||

TIDMEi
|| RGn−i || TSGn−i || HFSk || LAIMEi

|| bP )
and it is used by HFSk to verify whether it is the cor-
rect MEi. The function f 1

SKMMEj−MEi
and f 5

SKMEi−HFSk

are used for generating message authentication codes
MACq and MACi respectively. SKMMEj−MEi is a
shared secret key between MMEj and MEi, and is
computed from MEi’s private key and MMEj’s pub-
lic key by using the Diffie-Hellman key exchange. It
is noted that MMEj’s public key is well-known on the
internet. In part of SKMEi−HFSk

, it is a shared secret
key between MEi and its home network (HN) which
is computed by performing the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange in the initialization state. The value bP is
a session public key of MEi. It is created by selecting
a random number b and computing bP on Elliptic
Curve. TIDMEi

is a temporary identity of MEi in
HFSk and is used for registration in 3GPP/LTE net-
works. The value is installed in MEi by the supplier
of MEi.

Step 2. MMEj → HFSk : Authentication Data
Request (AUTHi, TSMMEj

, LAIMMEj
, IDMMEj

,
MAC′′MMEj

).

When the MMEj receives the authentication data
request from MEi, it uses HFSk and IDGn in the
AUTHi to find out whether this request is the
first request of group, by searching for IDGn

in the
Group Detail List (GDL) of MMEj’s database. If
it cannot find the information in MMEj’s database,
then MMEj forwards AUTHi, TSMMEj , IDMMEj ,
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Figure 4: The SE-GA protocol for the first ME

LAIMMEj
, MAC′′MMEj

to the HFSk. The LAIMMEj

reports the location of the wireless point which
MEi connects to, and MAC′′MMEj

= f3
SKMMEj−HFSk

(AUTHi|| TSMMEj
|| IDMMEj

|| LAIMMEj
). The long-

term secret key (SKMMEj−HFSk
) between MMEj and

HFSk is computed by using the HFSk’s public key
and MMEj’s private key in the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange. It is noted that HFSk’s public key is well-
known on the internet.

Table 4: Notations used in the SE-GA protocol

Notations Definition
Rx The random number generated by

machine x
TSx The time stamp generated by

machine x
IDx The identity of machine x
PIDx The permanent identity of machine x
TIDx The temporary identity of machine x
SKx−y The shared secret key between

machine x and y
SSKx−y The shared session key between

machine x and y
MACx The message authentication code

computed by machine x
LAIx Location Area Identification of

machine x
f1
SKMMEj−MEi

MAC generating function using

SKMMEj−MEi

f2
SKMMEj−MEi

SSK generating function using

SKMMEj−MEi

f3
SKMMEj−HFSk

MAC generating function using

SKMMEj−HFSk

f4
SKMMEj−HFSk

MAC generating function using

SKMMEj−HFSk

f5
SKMEi−HFSk

MAC generating function using

SKMEi−HFSk

aP, bP A device’s public key
abP A shared key between two parties

MMEj also keeps bP and MACq in order to use them
afterward.

Step 3. HFSk → MMEj : Authentication Data Re-
sponse (AUTHHFSk

).

Upon receiving authentication data request (AUTHi,
TSMMEj ,LAIMMEj , IDMMEj ,MAC′′MMEj

) from MMEj

, the HFSk verifies MMEj by computing MAC′′′MMEj
=

f3
SKMMEj−HFSk

(AUTHi||TSMMEj ||IDMMEj ||LAIMMEj)

and compares it with MAC′′MMEj
. Here,

SKMMEj−HFSk
is computed by using HFSk’s

private key and MMEj’s public key. If it is the same
MAC value then HFSk believes that the message is
sent from MMEj.

Before HFSk verifies MACi which is in AUTHi,
the HFSk compares LAIMMEj

with LAIMEi

to check whether they are the same. If
they have the same value, HFSk verifies
MACi by computing MAC′i = f5

SKMEi−HFSk

(IDGn
||TIDMEi

||RGn−i||TSGn−i||HFSk||LAIMEi
||bP)

from data in AUTHi. Then HFSk compares MAC′i
with the MACi. If these values are the same, the
HFSk can believe that the message is sent from MEi.

The HFSk then generates AUTHHFSk
= (RGn−i||

IDHFSk
|| HFSk || GDL || TSHFSk

|| MACHFSk
),

where MACHFSk
= f4

SKMMEj−HFSk
(RGn−i || IDHFSk

|| HFSk || GDL || TSHFSk
) and it sends AUTHHFSk

to the MMEj. GDL is composed of group number,
group identity, temporary identity of every MEi,
identity of HFSk and public keys of all MEs in this
group as shown in Table 2.

Step 4. MMEj → MEi : Authentication Response
(AUTHMMEj

,Success/Fail).

After MMEj receives AUTHHFSk
from HFSk,

MMEj computes MAC′HFSk
= f4

SKMMEj−HFSk

(RGn−i || IDHFSk
|| HFSk||GDL||TSHFSk

) to ver-
ify the message from HFSk. If the verification
passes, MMEj computes MAC′q = f1

SKMMEj−MEi

(IDGn
|| TIDMEi

|| RGn−i || TSGn−i|| HFSk||
LAIMEi

||bP) and compares it with MACq from
Step 1. The SKMMEj−MEi is computed by MMEj’s
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Figure 5: The SE-GA protocol for remaining ME devices

private key and MEi’s long-term public key got from
GDL. If MAC′q = MACq , MMEj installs GDL of
Gn into MMEj’s database. The GDL facilitates the
MMEj to check the remaining MEi’s authentication
information. Then, MMEj can trust the message
AUTHi which is sent by MEi, because MMEj got
correct response from MEi’s Home.

MMEj then randomizes a number a to com-
pute a session public key aP and a secret value
abP on Elliptic Curve. Note that bP is ob-
tained from Step 1. MMEj also generates
AUTHMMEj

= (IDMMEj
||IDGn

||TIDMEi
||RMMEj

||RGn−i|| TS′MMEj
|| aP ||MACMMEj), where

MACMMEj
= f1

SKMMEj−MEi
(IDMMEj

|| IDGn
||

TIDMEi || RMMEj || RGn−i || TS′MMEj
||aP). It

then sends AUTHMMEj and a response ‘success’
to MEi. MMEj can now compute session key be-
tween it and MEi by SSKMMEj−MEi

= f2
SKMMEj−MEi

(IDMMEj ||TIDMEi ||RMMEj ||RGn−i||abP).

Step 5. MEi → MMEj : Authentication Acknowl-
edge (connection complete/fail).

When the MEi gets the authentication data re-
sponse from MMEj, it verifies MMEj by comput-
ing MAC′MMEj

= f1
SKMMEj−MEi

(IDMMEj || IDGn

|| TIDMEi
|| RMMEj

|| RGn
− i || TS′MMEj

|| aP )

and compares MACMMEj
with MAC′MMEj

. The
SKMMEj−MEi

is computed from MEi’s private key
and MMEj’s public key by using the Diffie-Hellman
key exchange. MMEj’s long-term public key is well-
known on the internet.

If MACMMEj and MAC′MMEj
are the same

then it is the correct MMEj. MEi then com-
putes abP by using aP from AUTHMMEj

and creates a session key between MEi and
MMEj by SSKMMEj−MEi = f2

SKMMEj−MEi

(IDMMEj
||TIDMEi

||RMMEj
||RGn−i||abP). Now, the

MEi has a shared session key SSKMMEj−MEi
with

MMEj and sends connection complete to MMEj.
Otherwise, MEi sends a response, ‘connection

failure’ to MMEj.

Case 2: Authentication for the remaining MEs

If MEi is a remaining member of the group Gn that has
a member authenticated with MMEj, then MMEj has
the group detail list (GDL) of group Gn in the MMEj’s
database. The MMEj can use the MEi’s public key in
GDL to create a shared secret key (SKMMEj−MEi

) be-
tween MMEj and MEi. This case is composed of Steps 1
– 3 as shown in Figure 5.

Step 1. MEi → MMEj : Access Request (AUTHi ).

The MEi generates AUTHi = (IDGn || TIDMEi ||
RGn − i || TSGn−i || HFSk || LAIMEi || bP || MACq

|| MACi), MACq = f1
SKMMEj−MEi

(IDGn
|| TIDMEi

||
RGn−i || TSGn−i || HFSk || LAIMEi

|| bP ) and MACi

= f5
SKMEi−HFSk

(IDGn || TIDMEi || RGn−i || TSGn−i ||
HFSk || LAIMEi || bP ) and sends AUTHi to MMEj.

Step 2. MMEj → MEi : Authentication Response
(AUTHMMEj

, Success/Fail).

When the MMEj receives an authentication data re-
quest from MEi, it checks the request of MEi by using
HFSk and IDGn in the AUTHi to find out whether
this request is the first request of group, by searching
for IDGn

in the Group Detail List (GDL) of MMEj’s
database. If it can find IDGn

, then MMEj com-
putes a long-term secret key (SKMMEj

−MEi) be-
tween MMEj and MEi by using MEi’s public key in
GDL and MMEj’s private key.

Before MMEj verifies MACq which is in AUTHi,
the MMEj compares LAIMEi

with LAIMMEj
to

check whether they are the same. If they have
the same value, the MMEj computes MAC′q
= f1

SKMMEj−MEi
(IDGn ||TIDMEi ||RGn−i||TSGn−i

||HFSk||LAIMEi
||bP). It then compares MAC′q with

MACq from Step (1). If MAC′q = MACq then
MMEj trusts MEi and messages are sent by MEi.

MMEj then randomizes a number a to compute a
session public key aP and a secret value abP on El-
liptic Curve. Further, MMEj generates AUTHMMEj
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= (IDMMEj || IDGn || TIDMEi || RMMEj || RGn−i ||
TS′MMEj

|| aP || MACMMEj), where MACMMEj =

f1
SKMMEj−MEi

(IDMMEj || IDGn || TIDMEi || RMMEj

|| RGn−i || TS′MMEj
|| aP ). It then sends AUTHMMEj

and a response, ‘success’ to MEi.

Now, MMEj can compute a session key between
it and MEi by SSKMMEj−MEi

= f2
SKMMEj−MEi

(IDMMEj ||TIDMEi ||RMMEj ||RGn−i||abP).

Step 3. MEi → MMEj : Authentication Acknowl-
edge (connection complete/fail).

When the MEi gets the authentication response from
MMEj, it verifies the message by computing MAC′MMEj

= f1
SKMMEj−MEi

(IDMMEj
||IDGn

||TIDMEi
||RMMEj

||RGn−i||
TS′MMEj

||aP) and compares MACMMEj
with MAC′MMEj

.
The SKMMEj−MEi

is computed from MEi’s private key
and MMEj’s public key.

If MACMMEj
and MAC′MMEj

have the same value
then MEi believes that the message is sent from
MMEj. MEi then computes abP by using aP
from AUTHMMEj and creates session key between
MEi and MMEj by SSKMMEj−MEi = f2

SKMMEj−MEi

(IDMMEj
||TIDMEi

||RMMEj
||RGn−i||abP). Now, the MEi

has a shared session key SSKMMEj−MEi
with MMEj and

sends connection complete to MMEj. Otherwise, if
MACMMEj and MAC′MMEj

are not the same then MEi

sends a response, ‘connection failure’ to MMEj.

5 Authentication Proof by using
BAN Logic

In this section, we give a proof of the SE-GA protocol by
using the well-known BAN Logic. The notations used in
SE-GA protocol are listed in Table 5.

Table 5: Notations used in the proof

Notations Definition
bP A session public key of MEi

aP A session public key of MMEj

SKMEi−HFSk
A long-term secret shared between
MEi and HFSk

SKMEi−MMEj
A long-term secret shared between
MEi and MMEj

SKMMEj−HFSk
A long-term secret shared between
MMEj and HFSk

SSKMMEj−MEi A shared session key between
MMEj and MEi

We will prove the authentication of the mobile equip-
ment in both cases: the case of the first ME device and
the case of the remaining ME devices.

5.1 Authentication Proof for the First
ME

The communicating messages used in the case of the first
ME device are as follows:
(a) MEi → MMEj:

AUTHi = (IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,
LAIMEi

, bP ,
MACq((IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,TSGn−i,
HFSk,LAIMEi , bP),SKMEi−MMEj),
MACi((IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,TSGn−i,

HFSk,LAIMEi
, bP),SKMEi−HFSk

)).
(b) MMEj → HFSk:

(AUTHi,TSMMEj ,LAIMMEj , IDMMEj ,
MAC′′MMEj

((AUTHi,TSMMEj ,

LAIMMEj
, IDMMEj

),SKMMEj−HFSk
)).

(c) HFSk → MMEj:
(RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL,TSHFSk
),

MACHFSk
((RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL,
TSHFSk

),SKMMEj−HFSk
).

(d) MMEj → MEi:
(IDMMEj

, IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RMMEj
,RGn−i,

TS′MMEj
, aP),

MACMMEj
((IDMMEj

, IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RMMEj
,

RGn−i,TS′MMEj
, aP),SKMEi−MMEj).

The messages can be transformed into the idealized
forms as
(a) MEi → MMEj:

AUTHi = < IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,
LAIMEi , bP >SKMEi−MMEj

< IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,
LAIMEi

, bP >SKMEi−HFSk

(b) MMEj → HFSk:
< AUTHi,LAIMMEj

,TSMMEj
,

IDMMEj
>SKMMEj−HFSk

(c) HFSk → MMEj:
< RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL,
TSHFSk

>SKMMEj−HFSk

(d) MMEj → MEi:
< IDMMEj , IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RMMEj ,RGn−i,
TS′MMEj

, aP >SKMEi−MMEj

In this form TSGn−i,TSMMEj
,TS′MMEj

,TSHFSk
are

nonces.

We need to prove that MMEj believes MEi’s long term
public key in GDL which it has received from HFSk

and uses the key to compute a long-term secret key
(SKMEi−MMEj) between MMEj and MEi. MMEj uses
SKMEi−MMEj to verify MEi’s message. It then can be-
lieve MEi’s session public key, bP. Further, it needs to
prove that MEi can believe MMEj’s session public key,
aP. Both MMEj and MEi can use aP and bP to compute
a shared session secret, abP. To analyze this protocol, the
following assumptions are made.

(1) HFSk believes MMEj

SKMMEj−HFSk
←−−−−−−−−−→ HFSk.

(2) HFSk believes MEi

SKMEi−HFSk←−−−−−−−−→ HFSk.
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(3) MMEj believes HFSk

SKMMEj−HFSk
←−−−−−−−−−→ MMEj.

(4) MEi believes MMEj

SKMEi−MMEj
←−−−−−−−−→ MEi.

(5) MMEj believes fresh (TSGn−i).
(6) MMEj believes fresh (TSHFSk

).
(7) HFSk believes fresh (TSGn−i).
(8) HFSk believes fresh (TSMMEj).
(9) MEi believes fresh (TS′MMEj

).

(10) HFSk believes MMEj control (AUTHi,TSMMEj
,

LAIMMEj
, IDMMEj

).
(11) HFSk believes MEi control (IDGn

,TIDMEi
,

RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi , bP).
(12) MMEj believes HFSk controls (RGn−i, IDHFSk

,
HFSk,GDL).

(13) MMEj believes MEi controls (IDGn
,TIDMEi

,
RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP).
(14) MEi believes MMEj controls (IDMMEj

, IDGn
,

TIDMEi ,RMMEj ,RGn−i, aP).

The steps of the proof are as follows:

a) HFSk believes MMEj

SKMMEj−HFSk
←−−−−−−−−−→ HFSk

and HFSk sees < AUTHi,LAIMMEj ,TSMMEj ,
IDMMEj >SKMMEj−HFSk

,

then HFSk believes MMEj said
(AUTHi,LAIMMEj

,TSMMEj
, IDMMEj

).

b) HFSk believes fresh (TSMMEj
)

and HFSk believes MMEj said
(AUTHi,LAIMMEj ,TSMMEj , IDMMEj),
then HFSk believes MMEj believes
(AUTHi,LAIMMEj

,TSMMEj
, IDMMEj

).

The conjunction can be broken and the result is
HFSk believes MMEj believes (AUTHi,LAIMMEj

,
IDMMEj

).

c) HFSk believes MMEj control
(AUTHi,LAIMMEj

, IDMMEj
)

and HFSk believes MMEj believes
(AUTHi,LAIMMEj , IDMMEj),
then HFSk believes (AUTHi,LAIMMEj

, IDMMEj
).

In steps a) - c), HFSk uses a long-term secret key
between MMEj and HFSk (i.e. SKMMEj−HFSk

) to ver-
ify the message (AUTHi,LAIMMEj

,TSMMEj
, IDMMEj

) re-
ceived from MMEj. If the verification passes, HFSk be-
lieves that the message is sent from MMEj.

After HFSk believes the message is sent from
MMEj, it verifies the authentication message
(< IDGn

, TIDMEi
, RGn−i, TSGn−i, HFSk, LAIMEi

,
bP >SKMEi−HFSk

) which is in AUTHi. If the verification
passes, HFSk believes that the message is from MEi. The
proof is as follows.

d) HFSk believes MEi

SKMEi−HFSk←−−−−−−−−→ HFSk and HFSk sees
< IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

,
bP >SKMEi−HFSk

),
then HFSk believes MEi said
(IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi , bP).

e) HFSk believes fresh (TSGn−i) and
HFSk believes MEi said
(IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi , bP),
then HFSk believes MEi believes
(IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP).

The conjunction can be broken and the result is
HFSk believes MEi believes (IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,

HFSk,LAIMEi , bP).

f) HFSk believes MEi control (IDGn
,TIDMEi

,
RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP)
and HFSk believes MEi believes
(IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP),
then HFSk believes
(IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi , bP).

In steps d) - f), HFSk verifies message MACi

(IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi
, bP) by

computing MAC′i. The HFSk then compares MAC′i with
the MACi. If the verification passes, it is the correct
MEi. Then HFSk believes authentication message from
MEi.

After that, HFSk sends the authentication message
(RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL,TSHFSk
) to MMEj.

g) MMEj believes HFSk

SKMMEj−HFSk
←−−−−−−−−−→ MMEj

and MMEj sees
< RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL,TSHFSk
>SKMMEj−HFSk

,

then MMEj believes HFSk said
(RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL,TSHFSk
).

h) MMEj believes fresh (TSHFSk
)

and MMEj believes HFSk said
(RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL,TSHFSk
),

then MMEj believes HFSk believes
(RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL,TSHFSk
).

The conjunction can be broken and the result is
MMEj believes HFSk believes (RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,
GDL).

i) MMEj believes HFSk controls
(RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL)
and MMEj believes HFSk believes
(RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL),
then MMEj believes
(RGn−i, IDHFSk

,HFSk,GDL).

In steps g) – i), MMEj gets message (RGn−i, IDHFSk
,

HFSk,GDL, < RGn−i, IDHFSk
,HFSk,GDL >SKMMEj−HFSk

)

from HFSk, and uses a long-term secret key
(SKMMEj−HFSk

) between MMEj and HFSk to verify
message from HFSk. If the verification passes, MMEj

believes that the message is from HFSk.
After that, MMEj verifies the authentication message

MACq from MEi as follows.
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j) MMEj believes MEi

SKMEi−MMEj
←−−−−−−−−→ MMEj

and MMEj sees < IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,TSGn−i,
HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP >SKMEi−MMEj
,

then MMEj believes MEi said
(IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP).

k) MMEj believes fresh (TSGn−i) and MMEj believes
MEi said (IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,TSGn−i,

HFSk,LAIMEi
, bP),

then MMEj believes MEi believes
(IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi , bP).

The conjunction can be broken and the result is
MMEj believes MEi believes (IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,
HFSk,LAIMEi , bP).

l) MMEj believes MEi controls
(IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi), bP)
and MMEj believe MEi believes
(IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP),
then MMEj believes
(IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP).

In steps j) - l), MMEj verifies message MACq

(IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi
, bP) from

MEi by using SKMEi−MMEj
to compute MAC′q. If the

verification passes, it is the correct MEi. Then MMEj

believes authentication message from MEi.
After that, MMEj selects random number a and

computes aP and uses bP in MEi’s message to com-
pute abP. MMEj now can compute a shared ses-
sion key SSKMMEj−MEi

between MMEj and MEi.
MMEj then sends the authentication message MACMMEj

(IDMMEj , IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RMMEj ,RGn−i,TS′MMEj
, aP) to

MEi.

m) MEi believes MMEj

SKMEi−MMEj
←−−−−−−−−→ MEi and MEi sees

< IDMMEj
, IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RMMEj

,RGn−i,TS′MMEj
,

aP >SKMEi−MMEj
,

then MEi believes MMEj said
(IDMMEj , IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RMMEj ,RGn−i,TS′MMEj

,

aP).

n) MEi believes fresh (TS′MMEj
) and MEi believes

MMEj said (IDMMEj , IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RMMEj ,RGn−i,
TS′MMEj

, aP),
then MEi believes MMEj believes
(IDMMEj

, IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RMMEj
,RGn−i,

TS′MMEj
, aP).

The conjunction can be broken and the result is
MEi believes MMEj believes (IDMMEj

, IDGn
,TIDMEi

,
RMMEj

,RGn−i, aP).

o) MEi believes MMEj controls
(IDMMEj

, IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RMMEj
,RGn−i, aP)

and MEi believes MMEj believes
(IDMMEj , IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RMMEj ,RGn−i, aP),
then MEi believes
(IDMMEj

, IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RMMEj
,RGn−i, aP).

In steps m) - o), MEi verifies message from MMEj by
using SKMEi−MMEj and believes that the message is from
MMEj.

MEi uses aP in a message to compute abP. MEi now
can compute a shared session key SSKMMEj−MEi

between
MEi and MMEj.

5.2 Authentication Proof for the Re-
maining MEs

We need to prove that the MMEj which has believed
MEi’s long-term public key in GDL uses the key to com-
pute a long-term secret key (SKMEi−MMEj) between MEi

and MMEj. MMEj uses SKMEi−MMEj to verify MEi’s
message. It then can believe MEi’s session public key, bP.
Further, the proof is that MEi can believe MMEj’s ses-
sion public key, aP. Both MMEj and MEi can use aP and
bP to compute a shared session key, abP. To analyze this
protocol, the following assumptions are made.

(1) MEi believes MMEj

SKMEi−MMEj
←−−−−−−−−→ MEi.

(2) MMEj believes fresh (TSGn−i).
(3) MEi believes fresh (TS′MMEj

).

(4) MMEj believes MEi controls (IDGn
,TIDMEi

,
RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP).
(5) MEi believes MMEj controls (IDMMEj

, IDGn
,

TIDMEi ,RMMEj ,RGn−i, aP).

The steps of the proof are as follows:

a) MMEj believes MEi

SKMEi−MMEj
←−−−−−−−−→ MMEj

and MMEj sees < IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,TSGn−i,
HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP >SKMEi−MMEj
,

then MMEj believes MEi said
(IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP).

b) MMEj believes fresh (TSGn−i) and MMEj believes
MEi said (IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,TSGn−i,
HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP),
then MMEj believes MEi believes
(IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,TSGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP).

The conjunction can be broken and the result is
MMEj believes MEi believes (IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,
HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP).

c) MMEj believes MEi controls
(IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

), bP)
and MMEj believe MEi believes
(IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi , bP),
then MMEj believes
(IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RGn−i,HFSk,LAIMEi

, bP).

In steps a) – c), MMEj verifies message from MEi by
using SKMEi−MMEj

.
After that, MMEj selects random number a and

computes aP. It then uses bP in MEi’s message
to compute abP. MMEj now can compute a shared
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session key SSKMMEj−MEi between MMEj and MEi.
MMEj then sends the authentication message MACMMEj

(IDMMEj
, IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RMMEj

,RGn−i,TS′MMEj
, aP) to

MEi.

d) MEi believes MMEj

SKMEi−MMEj
←−−−−−−−−→ MEi and MEi sees

< IDMMEj , IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RMMEj ,RGn−i,TS′MMEj
,

aP >SKMEi−MMEj
,

then MEi believes MMEj said
(IDMMEj

, IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RMMEj
,RGn−i,TS′MMEj

,

aP).

e) MEi believes fresh (TS′MMEj
) and MEi believes

MMEj said (IDMMEj
, IDGn

,TIDMEi
,RMMEj

,RGn−i,
TS′MMEj

, aP),
then MEi believes MMEj believes
(IDMMEj

, IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RMMEj
,RGn−i,

TS′MMEj
, aP).

The conjunction can be broken and the result is
MEi believes MMEj believes (IDMMEj , IDGn ,TIDMEi ,
RMMEj ,RGn−i, aP).

f) MEi believes MMEj controls
(IDMMEj , IDGn ,TIDMEi ,RMMEj ,RGn−i, aP)
and MEi believes MMEj believes
(IDMMEj

, IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RMMEj
,RGn−i, aP),

then MEi believes
(IDMMEj

, IDGn
,TIDMEi

,RMMEj
,RGn−i, aP).

In steps d) - f), MEi verifies message from MMEj by
using SKMEi−MMEj

and believes that the message is from
MMEj.

MEi uses aP in a message to compute abP. MEi now
can compute a shared session key SSKMMEj−MEi

between
MEi and MMEj.

6 Security Analysis

In this section, we have analyzed the security of SE-GA
as follows.

6.1 Entity Mutual Authentication:

The main goal is to have an authentication between MME
and ME in order to create a secure channel for sending
data. For the first ME, it will authenticate itself with
the home facilitator server (HFS) because the informa-
tion of ME and the group is at the Home of ME. After
ME has confirmed its success, the Home will send ME’s
group detail list (GDL) to MME. MME trusts ME and
the authentication message from ME because MME gets
a correct response from ME’s Home.

The rest of the group members can authenticate di-
rectly with MME because the information of MEs and
the group has been sent to MME after the first ME has
finished its authentication process.

For example, ME and HFS have a shared key
(SKME−HFS) generated from Diffie-Hellman key exchange
in the initialization stage. For authentication of the first
ME, ME generates AUTHi and sends it to the MME.
The MME verifies Home of ME from AUTHi and then
forwards AUTHi to the Home. Home verifies the first
ME by function MACi which is computed by using a
shared key (SKME−HFS) between ME and Home. For
authentication between ME and MME, MME uses the
information obtained from ME’s Home to generate a key
(SKMME−ME) between ME and MME to validate MACq.
If it is valid, MME trusts ME and sends AUTHMMEj

to ME. ME checks the MME by verifying MACMMEj
in

AUTHMMEj
using the key (SKMME−ME) between ME and

MME. If the verification passes, ME believes MME.
For the rest of the group, the mutual authentication

between ME and MME is made by using function MACq

and MACMMEj which are computed by using a long-term
secret key (SKMME−ME).

6.2 Confidentiality

After the authentication process, the key data used for
generating the session key (SSK/KGK) between MME
and ME is abP computed by using the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange. The session key (SSK/KGK) is utilized to en-
crypt data between ME and MME. Thus, SSK/KGK can
provide the data confidentiality.

6.3 Data Integrity

The integrity of messages between ME and MME, and be-
tween ME and Home are controlled by MAC function cal-
culated from key SKMME−ME,SKHFS−ME, respectively.
These keys are computed by using the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange and known only between the two parties. Then
every message sent in the protocol has a MAC function
to achieve integrity control.

6.4 Enhanced Privacy-Preservation

For the first time when ME registers with the HFS,
the ME gets a pair of permanent/temporary identity
(PIDME/TIDME) to register in 3GPP networks. In the
real case, ME does not send PIDME into the communica-
tion network without protection because PIDME is ME’s
privacy which may cause harm if it is sniffed. In SE-GA
protocol, ME can send TIDME into the communication
network to the other party with MAC and the party can
verify TIDME by MAC function. In addition, in the case
that the network needs ME to send PIDME to the home
network, the PIDME may be encrypted with the long-term
secret key between ME and HFS.

6.5 Secure Key Derivation

In the SE-GA protocol, SSKMME−ME is created from a
function which uses a shared secret between MME and
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ME. As described in Section 5, MME and ME send a
session public key of their own (aP/bP) to compute a
shared secret abP between them. This abP is computed
by making use of Diffie-Hellman key exchange which is se-
cure. After that, both MME and ME use abP to generate
SSKMME−ME.

6.6 Key Forward/Backward Secrecy
(KFS/KBS)

In the SE-GA protocol, the session public keys (aP/bP),
which are used to compute session key, are sent between
MME and ME, while the long-term secret SKME−MME is
calculated from a long-term public/private keys of MME
and ME respectively. Then, the session public keys are
not related to the calculation of the SKME−MME. In ad-
dition, the SSK key value between ME and MME is very
difficult to attack. Because this value is based on abP and
known only between ME and MME, then the KFS/KBS
can be achieved.

6.7 Group Key Forward/Backward Se-
crecy (GKFS/GKBS)

When group members join or leave the group, the group
key needs to update in order to preserve backward and
forward secrecy. Up to now, several protocols have been
proposed for dynamic group key agreement, such as Pi-
pat [5] and Zhu [21]. After updating the group key, the
group will send a group’s information such as the public
keys of new members/leaving members, group members’
numbers to each member’s Home. Then the member who
has joined or left cannot know any information before
joining or after leaving.

6.8 Resistance to Replay Attack

While MME and ME are communicating, authentication
messages are sent with timestamps and random numbers,
thus preventing replay attacks. For example of case 1,
between MME and ME, there is a chance of replay attack,
so while ME sending a message to MME in Step 1 to
request services, a timestamp (TSGn−i) is included into
the message. Similarly, when MME responds to ME in
Step 4, a timestamp (TS′MME) is attached to the message
to prevent replay attack.

6.9 Resistance to Redirection Attack

Because the authentication message (AUTHi) from ME
included with LAIME,MACq and MACi. The LAIME in-
dicates the BS which ME contacts at that time. If
the MME forwards AUTHi to HFS, then the HFS uses
LAIMMEj to compare with LAIME. In the case LAIME =
LAIMMEj

, the HFS computes MAC′i and compares with
MACi in Step (3) of authentication for the first ME. If
MAC′i = MACi then HFS accepts the authentication.
It rejects the authentication if the verification of MACi

fails. For the remaining ME, the MME uses LAIMMEj

getting from the BS to compare with LAIME embedded
in AUTHi. If LAIME has the same value as LAIMMEj

then
MME verify MACq with MAC′q. Thus, SE-GA protocol
can prevent the redirection attack.

6.10 Resistance to Man-in-the-Middle
Attack

During the first confirmation of ME, an attacker may
disguise as MME to sniff the information. Then the at-
tacker disguises as the ME and sends the information to
the real MME. As the attacker does not know the value
b, he/she may try to perform man-in-the-middle attack
by replacing bP with b1P . However, it cannot fool the
Home because the attacker does not know the secret key
SKME−HFS which is utilized to compute MAC between
ME and its Home.

In the case of the remaining ME, the secret key
(SKME−MME) is utilized to protect messages between ME
and MME. If an attacker changes messages, the MME can
know messages which are not sent from the real ME. Thus,
the protocol can prevent a man-in-the-middle attack.

6.11 Resistance to DoS Attack

While performing the authentication process, a malicious
ME can run DoS attack either on HFS or MME. If a ma-
licious ME forges the message, HFS or MME can detect
the forged message by checking TS and comparing LAI in
the message from the ME with LAI from MME.

6.12 Resistance to Impersonate Attack

The SE-GA protocol makes use of each ME’s long-term
private and public keys to achieve secure authentication
between ME and MME. It is very difficult for an ME to
disguise itself as another ME.

Table 6 shows the comparison of security and flexibil-
ity based on an actual usage in some group authentication
protocols. By the comparison, we see that SE-GA is bet-
ter than other protocols.

AK: Authentication key; RMA: resistance to man-in-
the-middle-attack; RRA: resistance to redirection attack;
GMD: group members can come from the different home
networks; GMS: Group members can use different net-
works simultaneously; GDO: group members disguised
as others.

* The first ME uses a pre-shared key which it got from
the Home in the initial stage to authenticate with the
Home in order to use the network service, while the
remaining MEs use mainly the group key to authen-
ticate with the MME.
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Table 6: Comparisons of the proposed protocol with some
schemes

Protocol SE-AKA GLARM SE-GA

Features
Symmetric Symmetric Diffie -

AK Keys & Keys** Hellman***
Group Key*

RMA Yes Yes Yes
RRA Yes Yes Yes
GMD No No Yes
GMS No No Yes
GDO Yes No No

** Each ME uses the symmetric key defined by its Home
when it first registered with the Home in order to
authenticate itself with the service network.

*** The key used in the authentication process can be
created on the fly between the two parties by making
use of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange.

7 Conclusions

In this work, we have developed the SE-GA protocol that
assists group authentication on LTE networks. The au-
thentication protocol uses the long-term private keys and
public keys between parties to create shared secret keys
used in the authentication process. By using this tech-
nique, SE-GA can be flexible and scalable. It helps the
group members to be able to work simultaneously on dif-
ferent LTE networks. In addition, group members can be
from different Homes. In the protocol, the authentica-
tion process is divided into two steps, the authentication
of the first machine which tries to connect to a service
network and that of the remaining machines. The first
machine needs to authenticate itself with its Home, while
the remaining machines can authenticate with the service
MME. This reduces the providers’ network traffic as well
as network delays.

During the initialization of SE-GA, the network will
be a little crowded because each group member has to
send group information to its Home. However, during the
authentication of the group members excluding the first
one, SE-GA needs only three steps for the authentication
of each member while the former SE-AKA needs at least
four steps.

In this paper, we provided an authentication proof by
using the well-known BAN logic. Security analysis of the
proposed protocol is also given and a comparison of our
protocol with SE-AKA and GLARM was demonstrated.
According to the comparison, we can see that the pro-
posed protocol outperforms the former ones.
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